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Cream of the Crap:
Hard Ticket to Hawaii / 7 pm

nîpawistamâsowin:
We Will Stand Up / 7 pm
Sir / 9 pm

nîpawistamâsowin:
We Will Stand Up / 7 pm
Sir / 9 pm

nîpawistamâsowin:
We Will Stand Up / 7 pm
Sir / 9 pm

India Film Fest:
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Official Venue for the Winnipeg Fringe Festival
(July 11 – 29)
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Official Venue for the Winnipeg Fringe Festival
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Restoration Tuesdays:
Hard Ticket to Hawaii /
7 pm & 9 pm
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McDonald at the Movies:
A Night with The Kids in
the Hall / 7 pm & 9 pm
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Diane / 7 pm
Her Smell / 9 pm

Diane / 7 pm
Her Smell / 9 pm

Diane / 3 pm & 7:30 pm
Her Smell / 5 pm & 9:30 pm

Diane / 3 pm & 7:30 pm
Her Smell / 5 pm
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Restoration Tuesdays:
Between the Lines / 7 pm

McDonald at the Movies:
Gregory’s Girl / 7 pm
Her Smell / 9 pm

Diane / 7 pm
Her Smell / 9 pm

The Public / 7 pm
The Raft / 9:15 pm

The Public / 2 pm & 9 pm
The Raft / 7 pm

The Public / 2:30 pm
Diane / 5 pm
The Raft / 7 pm
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Restoration Tuesdays:
Between the Lines / 7 pm
The Fate of Lee Khan / 9 pm

Shella Record —
A Reggae Mystery / 7 pm
Be Natural: The Untold Story
of Alice Guy-Blaché / 9 pm

Afro Prairie Film Festival:
Hyenas / 7 pm
Shella Record —
A Reggae Mystery / 9:30 pm

Meeting Gorbachev / 7 pm
Shella Record —
A Reggae Mystery / 9 pm

Shella Record —
Meeting Gorbachev / 3 pm & 5 pm
A Reggae Mystery / 3 pm & 9 pm Shella Record —
Meeting Gorbachev / 5 pm & 7 pm A Reggae Mystery / 7 pm
BLACK LODGE:
Cream of the Crap / 7 pm
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Restoration Tuesdays:
The Fate of Lee Khan / 7 pm
Between the Lines / 9 pm

Meeting Gorbachev / 7 pm
Shella Record —
A Reggae Mystery / 9 pm

Gordon Lightfoot: If You
Could Read My Mind / 7 pm
Meeting Gorbachev / 9 pm

Gordon Lightfoot: If You
Could Read My Mind / 7 pm
Meeting Gorbachev / 9 pm

Gordon Lightfoot: If You
Could Read My Mind / 3 pm & 7 pm
Meeting Gorbachev / 5 pm
Shella Record —
A Reggae Mystery / 9 pm

The Fate of Lee Khan / 7 pm
Between the Lines / 9 pm

Be Natural: The Untold Story There are No Fakes / 7 pm
There are No Fakes / 7 pm
There are No Fakes /
of Alice Guy-Blaché / 7 pm
Be Natural: The Untold Story Be Natural: The Untold Story 2:30 pm & 7 pm
Be Natural: The Untold
of Alice Guy-Blaché / 9:15 pm
of Alice Guy-Blaché / 9:15 pm
The Raft / 9 pm
Story of Alice Guy-Blaché /
5 pm & 9:15 pm

Be Natural: The Untold Story
of Alice Guy-Blaché / 3 pm
The Visionary Cinema
of Alice Guy-Blaché / 5 pm
There are No Fakes / 7 pm

New World Documentaries
nîpawistamâsowin: We Will Stand Up

The Raft

Be Natural: The Untold Story of Alice Guy-Blaché

Wednesday – Friday, July 3 - 5 / 7 pm
Sunday, July 7 / 3 pm & 7 pm
Wednesday, July 10 / 9 pm

Friday, August 9 / 9:15 pm
Saturday & Sunday, August 10 & 11/ 7 pm
Wednesday, August 14 / 9 pm

July 7, 7 pm screening introduced by Producer Jon Montes.

“An extraordinary demonstration of the human spirit-including
sex, furious arguments and deep friendship.”
— Nico Hines, The Daily Beast

Wednesday, August 14 / 7 pm
Thursday & Friday, August 15 & 16 / 9:15 pm
Saturday, August 17 / 5 pm & 9:15 pm
Sunday, August 18 / 3 pm
Wednesday, August 21 / 9 pm

Directed by Tasha Hubbard
2019, Canada, 98 min

“This powerful film provides an intimate look at Colten Boushie
and his family’s fight for justice.”— Radheyan Simonpillai, NOW
*Best Canadian Feature — Hot Docs Canadian
International Documentary Festival (2019)
*Colin Low Award for Canadian Documentary —
DOXA Documentary Film Festival (2019)
On August 9, 2016, a young Cree man named Colten Boushie
died from a gunshot to the back of his head after entering
farmer Gerald Stanley’s rural property with his friends. The
jury’s subsequent acquittal of Stanley captured international
attention, raising questions about racism embedded within
Canada’s legal system and propelling Colten’s family onto the
national and international stages in their pursuit of justice.
Sensitively directed by Tasha Hubbard, this film weaves
a profound narrative encompassing the filmmaker’s own
adoption, the stark history of colonialism on the Prairies, and a
vision of a future where Indigenous children can live safely on
their homelands.

There Are No Fakes
Directed by Jamie Kastner
2019, Canada, 114 min

Thursday & Friday, August 15 & 16 / 7 pm
Saturday, August 17 / 2:30 pm & 7 pm
Sunday, August 18 / 7 pm
“A mesmerizing art-world exposé. There Are No Fakes can be seen
as a nuts-and-bolts investigation of what one gallery owner
calls “a massive art scam,” but there’s something else boiling
underneath—an understanding of, and revulsion at, the way
Canada’s white power structure consumes and perverts the
work of Indigenous artists, even after they’re gone.”
— Norm Wilner, Now Weekly
Born in 1931, Norval Morrisseau was the first Indigenous Canadian
artist to be taken seriously by the European art world. By the
turn of the 21st Century his work commanded tens of thousands
of dollars. So when Barenaked Ladies keyboardist, and part-time
art collector, Kevin Hearn learned that his own prized Morrisseau
painting was probably a forgery, he decided to sue the gallery
that sold it to him. As Jamie Kastner’s jaw-dropping doc reveals,
there was a cottage industry in fake Morrisseaus, an industry that
flourished unchecked for years. In the course of the film we learn
a lot about Morrisseau’s art, but more about the power of money,
exploitation, and racism. The art market is exposed as, at best, a
fractionally more refined variation on the drug trade.

Directed by Marcus Lindeen
2018, USA, 97 min

In the summer of 1973, a young international crew of six women
and five men embarked together on a most unusual sea
voyage—a trip across the Atlantic from Spain to Mexico on a
free-floating raft christened the Acali. The project was initiated
by Mexican anthropologist Santiago Genovés, who proposed
to use the group as guinea pigs in his investigation of the
origins of violent conflict and dynamics of sexual attraction.
Contentious from the get-go and mislabelled by the media as
‘The Sex Raft’, the Acali mission stayed afloat for 101 days—and
now, more than forty years later, the surviving crew members
reunite to reenact and recollect their experience. What results
is a document of the thin line between science and cultism in
the early ‘70s, a touching story of female camaraderie and, in
the character of Genovés, an unforgettable portrait of oblivious,
toxic masculinity.

Meeting Gorbachev

Directed by Werner Herzog & André Singer
2018, UK/US/Germany, 90 min
Russian, German, and English with subtitles
Friday, August 23 / 7 pm
Saturday, August 24 / 5 pm & 7 pm
Sunday, August 25 / 3 pm & 5 pm
Wednesday, August 28 / 7 pm
Thursday & Friday, August 29 & 30 / 9 pm
Saturday, August 31 / 5 pm
The USSR’s last leader, Mikhail Gorbachev, steps back into the limelight
in this riveting documentary focused on a life that changed history.
Now 87 and in precarious health, Gorbachev nevertheless possesses
a mind as sharp as ever as he parries Werner Herzog (Grizzly Man,
Cave of Forgotten Dreams) in a series of interviews. Gorbachev tells his
story his way, immune to Herzog’s conversational gambits. Archival
footage and interviews with Gorbachev contemporaries, including
Poland’s Lech Walesa and former Secretary of State George Shultz,
help fill in the portrait, but it is Gorbachev’s own words that
form the core of this fascinating portrait.— SFFF
“Not since Klaus Kinski has Herzog aimed his camera at such an
uncontrollable subject, and that includes the erupting peaks of
Into the Inferno and the radioactive crocodiles in Cave of Forgotten
Dreams… And yet, it’s ultimately because of Gorbachev’s seeming
unwillingness to fit the director’s usual mold that Meeting Gorbachev
is able to become such a different and engaging bio-doc, as Herzog
is left no other choice than to abandon the dark irony that tends
to veil his work and embrace a more sincere approach…The film
he’s made from their time together is a nostalgic, grateful, and
surprisingly tender lament for a breed of politician that wanted
to bring people together— that saw world peace as an extension
of their patriotic duty, and not anathema to it.”
— David Ehrlich, IndieWire

Directed by Pamela Green
2018, USA, 103 min

How could Alice Guy-Blaché, a contemporary of Edison, the
Lumières, and Méliès, who wrote, directed or produced a
thousand films and had a career longer than any of them, reach
the heights of fame in France and financial success and then be
forgotten? Narrated by Jodie Foster, this is the story of the first
female filmmaker who was shut out from the very industry she
helped create. Alice Guy-Blaché was a prolific filmmaker working
in nearly every genre who tackled groundbreaking subject matter
such as child abuse and female empowerment. She also etched a
place in history by making the earliest known surviving narrative
film with an all-black cast. Interviewing everyone from Agnes
Varda to Walter Murch, Green has dedicated more than eight
years of research in order to discover the real story of Guy-Blaché
(1873–1968) — not only highlighting her pioneering contributions
to the birth of cinema but also her acclaim as a creative force and
entrepreneur in the earliest years of movie-making.
Plays with: Camera Test / Directed by Joyce Wong, 2019,
Canada, 5 min / What gets lost when female voices are stymied during
the creative process? Pairing intimate interviews with absurdist reenactments, Joyce Wong crafts a tartly subversive look at patriarchy
and racism in the film industry.

Gordon Lightfoot: If You Could Read My Mind
Directed by Joan Tosoni & Martha Kehoe
2019, Canada, 91 min

Thursday & Friday, August 29 & 30 / 7 pm
Saturday, August 31 / 3 pm & 7 pm
From the song he refuses to perform to his admiration for
Drake, a songwriting legend reflects on his lyrics and longevity
with candour and humour. Personal archive materials and
studio sessions paint an intimate picture of an artist in his
element, candidly revisiting his idealistic years in Yorkville’s
coffeehouses, up through stadium tours and the hedonistic
‘70s. Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash and Barbra Streisand are only a
handful of the stars whose recordings of “Early Morning Rain”
and other hits helped Lightfoot’s artistry leap across borders,
but no matter how far his music travelled, he continued to
write passionately about the country he called home. With
his instantly recognizable voice and masterful guitar playing,
Gordon Lightfoot remains influential and timeless.
— Alexander Rogalski, Hot Docs
“Warm and charming…The array of artists from across time and
geography who have covered Lightfoot’s work is staggering,
his career touches all the great songwriters from the era — Joni
Mitchell, Johnny Cash and even the mutual appreciation society
he forms with Bob Dylan.”— Exclaim

Canadian & International Features
Sir

Diane

Wednesday – Friday, July 3 – 5 / 9 pm
Sunday, July 7 / 5 pm
Wednesday, July 10 / 7 pm

Thursday & Friday, August 1 & 2 / 7 pm
Saturday & Sunday, August 3 & 4 / 3 pm & 7:30 pm
Thursday, August 8 / 7 pm
Sunday, August 11 / 5 pm

Directed by Rohena Gera
2018, India, 99 min
Hindi, English, and Marathi with subtitles

“Deeply memorable… shot with beautiful simplicity… with dazzling
colours and intoxicating music.” — Ken Eisner, Georgia Straight

Writer-director Rohena Gera’s Sir, set within the confines
of upper-crust Indian society, tells the story of a master and
a servant who fall for each other. Ratna (Tillotama Shome)
is a young widow who travels from her small village in the
countryside to the megalopolis of Mumbai. A wealthy family
of builders hires her to serve as a chambermaid for their son,
Ashwin (Vivek Gomber). Ashwin is about to get married, but
the wedding is called off when his fiancee is found to have been
having an affair. Left alone, working for his dad’s company and
brooding around the house, Ashwin slowly develops a bond
with Ratna which turns into something far beyond that of a
master and servant.

“Diane has the power to sneak up and floor you. The title role
is played by the magnificent Mary Kay Place in her finest two
hours on screen. If you want to understand what nuanced acting
is, study the quiet miracles Place performs here… a shattering
portrait of resilience — and an essential work of art.”
— Peter Travers, Rolling Stone
“Diane, written and directed by Kent Jones (with Martin Scorsese
serving as executive producer), is the most accomplished dramatic
feature I’ve seen at the Tribeca Film Festival. A tender, wrenching,
and beautifully made movie. The past hangs over Diane as an
enthralling and entangling reminder of life’s mystery.”
— Owen Gleiberman, Variety
Mary Kay Place (The Big Chill, Being John Malkovich) gives one
of the richest performances of her career as an older woman
facing the trials of life with family and friends. Look for great
performances from supporting actors Andrea Martin as Diane’s
friend Bobbie; Estelle Parsons (an Oscar winner over 50 years
ago for Bonnie and Clyde) as her Aunt Mary; and, Deirdre
O’Connell as her cousin Donna.

Diane

Sir

*Winner Best Film / 19th Annual New York Indian
Film Festival

Directed by Kent Jones
2018, USA, 95 min

Her Smell

The Public

Thursday & Friday, August 1 & 2 / 9 pm
Saturday, August 3 / 5 pm & 9:30 pm
Sunday, August 4 / 5 pm
Wednesday & Thursday, August 7 & 8 / 9 pm

Friday, August 9 / 7 pm
Saturday, August 10 / 2 pm & 9 pm
Sunday, August 11 / 2:30 pm

Directed by Alex Ross Perry
2019, USA, 134 min

The Public

Her Smell

“A brave and rewarding punk epic… if the script evokes John
Cassavetes, the aesthetic seems more inspired by Gaspar Noé.”
— David Ehrlich, IndieWIRE
The riot grrrl answer to soulless assembly-line music biopics like
Bohemian Rhapsody, Her Smell charts the descent —and potential
rebirth — of Becky Something (Elizabeth Moss), the frontwoman of
an all-female grunge band in the vein of Bikini Kill, Bratmobile, and
L7. As the ’90s come to a close, Becky’s drug abuse and unspooling
mental health alienate people in all corners of her life, from her
bandmates (Agyness Deyn and Gayle Rankin) to her label owner
(Eric Stoltz), mother (Virginia Madsen), husband (Dan Stevens),
would-be proteges (Ashley Benson, Cara Delevingne, and Dylan
Gelula), and a friend whose star has risen higher than her own
(Amber Heard).— Dan Caffrey, Consequence of Sound

Directed by Emilio Estevez
2019, USA, 122 min

August 10, 2pm screening followed by a panel discussion on safety
and accessibility at public libraries, organized by Millennium for
All, featuring Anlina Sheng (Networks Manager at Manitoba Harm
Reduction Network), Bronwyn Dobchuk-Land (Assistant Professor of
Criminal Justice Studies, University of Winnipeg), and Brianne Selman
(former librarian at Millennium Library, current academic librarian at the
University of Winnipeg). Moderated by Lara Rae (library user, comedian
and former artistic director of the Winnipeg Comedy Festival).
“Although Estevez pulled together a surprisingly adept cast the real
star of The Public is meant to be the library itself. ...as one of the
only places in the city where the homeless can go to keep out of
the cold, read a book without being hassled, and use a computer,
the library is an accidental part of the social safety net.”
— Chris Barsanti, The Playlist
With the new security measures recently instituted at Winnipeg’s
Millenium Library what better time to explore the role of the
library in contemporary society? An act of civil disobedience turns
into a standoff with police when homeless people in Cincinnati,
seeking shelter from the bitter cold, take over the public library.

Between the Lines

Hard Ticket to Hawaii

RESTORATION
TUESDAYS

Restoration Tuesdays is a new series shining a light on the important work
being done to preserve and promote the history of film. All admissions to
these screenings is $5 — no passes.

Generously Sponsored by IATSE 856.

Hard Ticket to Hawaii

Between the Lines

The Fate of Lee Khan

Tuesday, July 2 / 7 pm *
Tuesday, July 9 / 7 pm & 9 pm
Tuesday, July 30 / 7 pm & 9 pm

Tuesday, August 6 / 7 pm
Tuesday, August 13 / 9 pm
Tuesday, August 20 / 7 pm
Tuesday, August 27 / 9 pm

Tuesday, August 13 / 7 pm
Tuesday, August 20 / 9 pm
Tuesday, August 27 / 7 pm

Directed by Andy Sidaris
1987, USA, 96 min

*July 2 screening will be hosted by Cream of the Crap with trivia, prizes,
cash bar and special Skype conversation with Producer Arlene Sidaris.
“Imagine James Bond directed by Russ Meyer. Hard Ticket
continues Sidaris’ subversion of standard gender roles, with
women depicted as strong, resourceful and brave. Their strength is
depicted as simply human.” — notcoming.com
“Aside from gender, there isn’t much difference between casting
Dona Speir or Arnold Schwarzenegger in an action film.”
— JJ Stratford, Vice
New 4K restoration courtesy of American Genre Film Archive.
No film captures the playful chaos of action cinema’s Golden
Age like this undisputed masterpiece. An inexhaustible geyser of
top-notch sex and violence, Hard Ticket to Hawaii exists beyond
entertainment’s maximum limits. The Agency is a tough-as-nails,
tech-savvy squad of physically ideal humans (led by Playboy icon
Dona Speir and soap legend Ronn Moss) who defend Hawaii’s
Molokai Island from diamond smugglers, narcotics slingers and a
skateboarding maniac armed with an inflatable sex doll. Tirelessly
and shirtlessly, they deal out homicidal justice at every turn —
unleashing helicopters, motorcycles and deadly frisbees to ensure
the safety of every bronzed boytoy and babe on the beach!

Directed by Joan Micklin Silver
1977, USA, 101 min

August 6 screening followed by a panel discussion on independent
journalism.
“Between the Lines is one of the few films I’ve seen dealing with
the counterculture years that doesn’t rip it off or send it up.”
— NYtimes
New 2K restoration courtesy of Cohen Media Group. At the
offices of a Boston alternative newspaper, the staff members
enjoy a positive and open-minded work environment. Music
critic Max (Jeff Goldblum) uses his influence to score dates, while
news reporter Harry (John Heard) is dating the lovely Abbie
(Lindsay Crouse), the publication’s lead photographer. However,
it seems as though their relatively carefree days are numbered
when the owner of a major publishing company buys the paper,
leading to more money, but even more changes.

Directed by King Hu
1973, China/Taiwan, 106 min

New 2K restoration courtesy of Film Movement. In his follow-up
to the critically-acclaimed A Touch of Zen, trailblazing Chinese
filmmaker King Hu brings together an all-star female cast in this
lively martial arts adventure. When Lee Khan, an official working
for Mongolian Emperor Yuan of the Yuan Dynasty procures the
battle map of the Chinese rebel army, Chinese resistance fighters,
aided by an undercover girl-gang within Khan’s ranks, strive to
corner him in an inn. Featuring stunning action sequences and
a generous mix of intrigue and humor, The Fate of Lee Khan is a
legendary wuxia masterpiece.

Gimme Some Truth Documentary Festival presents:

SHELLA RECORD —
A REGGAE MYSTERY
Directed by Chris Flanagan
2019, Canada, 87 min

Wednesday, August 21 / 7 pm
Thursday, August 22 / 9:30 pm
Friday, August 23 / 9 pm
Saturday, August 24 / 3 pm & 9 pm
Sunday, August 25 / 7 pm
Wednesday, August 28 / 9 pm
Saturday, August 31 / 9 pm
For 10 years, artist and record fanatic Chris Flanagan has been a man obsessed, haunted by
the woman’s voice featured on a 10-cent record he bought in a thrift store. Determined to find
the elusive artist, Chris sets off on a quest that leads him from a hairdressing studio in Toronto,
to a fortune teller in L.A., to the legendary recording studios of Jamaica. Along the way, he
discusses the history of Jamaica’s music with some of reggae’s greatest hitmakers, including
Bunny “Striker” Lee and Earl “Chinna” Smith. The film uses Chris’s own artistic practice of
carefully crafted miniatures to help tell a playful story of obsession, the power of music and
final redemption. — Aisha Jamal, Hot Docs
“Record collector Chris Flanagan’s enthusiastic doc is a musical mystery about a lost classic of
Jamaican reggae. The song’s vocals are powerful and haunting. The best scenes are the musician
encounters, which are enough to make this film worth a watch for fans of Jamaican music.”
— Kevin Ritchie, NOW WEEKLY

THE VISIONARY
CINEMA OF
ALICE GUY-BLACHÉ
Sunday, August 18 / 5 pm
Alice Guy-Blaché was a pioneering French filmmaker who made films at the origin of cinema
in the late 1800’s. She made her first film in 1896 and went on to have a 20-year career in
France and in the United States, where she wrote, directed and/or produced over 1,000 films
(shorts and features). Her work includes comedies, westerns, and dramas, as well as films with
groundbreaking subject matter such as gender inequality, immigration, anti-semitism, child
abuse, female empowerment, and planned parenthood. She also made the earliest extant
narrative film with an all African-American cast. Assembled with the help of documentary
director Pamela Greene this program of shorts reveals the visionary talent of Alice Guy-Blaché.

5TH INDIA FILM FESTIVAL
OF ALBERTA
And the Oscar Goes To…

Pather Panchali (4K Restoration)

Reva

3 Seconds Divorce

Saturday, July 6 / 11 am

Saturday, July 6 / 3 pm

Saturday, July 6 / 5:30 pm

Saturday, July 6 / 9 pm

Ishaq Ibrahim is a struggling producer and
director whose movie gets selected as the
official Indian entry to the Academy Awards.
What follows is his journey from his homeland
of Kerala to Hollywood to campaign for his
movie’s inclusion in the Oscars. Will his film be
selected? How will he adapt in a new country?
Will he achieve his dream and get his movie
nominated at the Oscars? And the Oscar Goes
To was shot in Edmonton.

Satyajit Ray’s debut film heralded the
emergence of an eloquent and essential new
cinematic voice which would be heard around
the world. A depiction of rural Bengali life, shot
in a style inspired by Italian neorealism, this
naturalistic but poetic evocation of a number
of years in the life of a family introduces us
to both little Apu and, just as essentially,
the women who will help shape him: his
independent older sister, Durga; his harried
mother, Sarbajaya, who, with her husband
away, must hold the family together; and
his kindly and mischievous elderly “auntie,”
Indir—vivid, multifaceted characters in what is
perhaps the greatest Indian film of all time.

A 25-year-old Indian man who was brought
up in the U.S. visits an ashram near the
Narmada River in Gujarat, India to recover
the proceeds of his grandfather’s will. During
his stay, he meets the locals and tries to
understand the culture, customs, traditions,
and beliefs of the people, all of which differ
starkly from the ones with which he was
raised. After staying for 20 days, he comes to
know the bitter truth of his existence and he
gives up on the will and starts his parikrama—
a sacred walk—around the Narmada.

A sharia practice allows Muslim men to
divorce their wives by simply saying the word
‘divorce’ three times in one go. Commonly
called triple-talaq or triple-divorce, this instant,
oral divorce can only be given by men. In India,
Muslim women have been fighting an arduous
battle to get this practice legally abolished.
This is their story.

Directed by Salim Ahmed
2019, India/Canada, 150 min
Malayalam with English subtitles

Directed by Satyajit Ray
1955, India, 125 min
Bengali with English subtitles

Presented in partnership with
EDMONTON MOVIE CLUB

Directed by Rahul Bhole & Vinit Kanojla
2018, India, 159 min
Gujarati & Hindi with English subtitles

Directed by Shazia Javed
2018, Canada, 54 min
Hindi & Urdu with English subtitles

A Night with The Kids in the Hall

M
 cDonald at the Movies
O
 nce a month, comedian and co-founder of
Kids in the Hall, Kevin McDonald will present a film
handpicked from the archives of comic history.

A Night with The Kids in the Hall
Wednesday, July 31 / 7 pm & 9 pm
Back by popular demand! Come see 80 minutes of the some of the best of the Kids in the Hall sketches
from their show in the 90s! There will be a real Kid in the Hall to talk about the sketches and answer
questions too! No, not Dave Foley. No, not Scott Thompson. I’m not going to go down the whole
list — it’s Kevin McDonald, the weak one. Well, he’s the one who lives in Winnipeg — who else could
it be. Kevin has picked some of the Kids’ best sketches and will proudly show them — just don’t
boo him when he’s talking.

Gregory’s Girl

Directed by Bill Forsyth
1980, UK, 91 min

Gregory’s Girl

Wednesday, August 7 / 7 pm
A new 2K restoration of the second feature from the director of Local Hero, Bill Forsyth. Gregory
Underwood is a graceless teen soccer player on a hapless team. When a girl named Dorothy
(Dee Hepburn) shows up to play, things change quickly; Dorothy becomes a top player, while
Gregory and the rest of the team become enamored of her. Gregory works up the courage to
invite Dorothy on a date. She accepts, but Gregory finds he’s been deceived into taking out
another girl. Despite his confusion, Gregory eventually warms to the situation.

Afro Prairie Film Festival Presents:

HYENAS

Directed by Djibril Diop Mambéty
1992, Senegal/Switzerland/France/UK, 110 min
Thursday, August 22 / 7 pm
$10 ALL ADMISSIONS. NO PASSES.

“Mambéty’s film can be seen as both an assault on ongoing economic imperialism and
a mournful commentary on the current state of African communalism.”
— Richard Porton, Cinéaste
New 2K restoration by Thelma Film AG courtesy of Metrograph Pictures. One of the treasures
of African cinema, Mambéty’s long-delayed follow-up to his canonical Touki Bouki is a
hallucinatory comic adaptation of Swiss writer Friedrich Dürrenmatt’s play The Visit, which in
Mambéty’s version has a now-rich woman returning to her poor desert hometown to propose
a deal to the populace: Her fortune, in exchange for the death of the man who years earlier
abandoned her and left her with his child. Per its title, a film of sinister, mocking laughter, and
a biting satire of a contemporary Senegal whose once-lofty post-colonial dreams have been
eroded by western materialism.
Presented in partnership with the Afro Prairie Film Festival.

Cream of the Crap
Our special team of cultural archaeologists has sifted through dying video
stores, thrift shops and garage sales to dig up some of the worst and weirdest
home video atrocities contained on black plastic relics (or V.H.S.). Our film
selection will be secret until the night of the screening, and will feature
drinking games, trivia and live commentary from our team of tapehead
VHexperts and special guests.

Sponsored by Lunchmeat.

Cream of the Crap 5: Hard Ticket to Hawaii
Tuesday, July 2 / 7 pm | Cinematheque
Are you tired of the same old Cream of the Crap? Well, have we got the fix for you! This time, Cream
of the Crap will treat you to a Bechdel test-passing, high-octane offering full of badass women
of action—at Cinematheque! Join us for a special presentation of Andy Sidaris’ gender subverting
sun-soaked trash classic when Cream of the Crap collides with Restoration Tuesdays. Don’t miss this
screening as Hard Ticket to Hawaii will get the full Cream of the Crap treatment, and a special Skype
conversation with Producer Arlene Sidaris!

Cream of the Crap 6: Korba’s Revenge
Saturday, August 24 / 6 pm (VHS Swap), 7 pm (Screening)
Black Lodge Studio (Suite 304, Artspace Building)
Admission by donation
James Korba has been absent from the last few Cream of the Crap’s and he heard that you weren’t
very pleased with our last film selection! And apparently Jaimz even tried to make you guys
watch a superlong edit of The Phantom Menace with only the Jar Jar Binks scenes? Dear lord. Well,
Korba’s back to settle the score with one of the best-worst movies in the history of globe. But,
you probably won’t like this one either… you will love it! RSVP for a swap meet table by emailing
jaimz@winnipegfilmgroup.com

July/August Staff Picks
July and August at the Cinematheque is full of amazing titles, but
there are two absolute must-see movies. Tasha Hubbard’s brilliant
and profoundly moving documentary about Colten Boushie
can’t be missed. Her award winning and critically acclaimed
film nîpawistamâsowin: We Will Stand Up is a glorious amalgam
of a personal journey, a biographical portrait, an indictment of
racism and a stirring examination of the perversions of Canada’s
Justice System as it pertains to Indigenous people. The glorious 4K
restoration of Satyajit Ray’s Pather Panchali needs to be seen by
anyone and everyone who hasn’t seen it, but also, even if you have
seen it, see it again!!! I’ve seen it 30+ times and every viewing feels
like I’m seeing it for the first time. Not only is Ray’s classic film an
astonishing slice of neo-realism, but it has an exquisite score by
Ravi Shankar. It was a groundbreaker in Indian Cinema and still
feels fresh and vital. — Greg Klymkiw, Executive Director
No room at the beach? Then why aren’t YOU spending every
weekend at the Cinematheque. Gonna be a great summer.
Mary Kay Place (The Big Chill, Being John Malkovich) gives a
fantastic performance in Kent Jones’ little known gem Diane
as an older woman facing the trials of life with her son and
family. nîpawistamâsowin: We Will Stand Up will rip your heart
out when you hear Indigenous filmmaker Tasha Hubbard’s

dramatic story about the Canadian justice system and the tragic
death of Colten Boushie in Saskatchewan. You also must see
Shella Record — A Reggae Mystery — a story as spellbinding as
Searching for Sugarman. Record fanatic Chris Flanagan becomes
obsessed by a singer’s voice on a 10-cent record he bought
in a thrift store and sets off to Jamaica to find if this woman is
still alive. The answer may surprise you. I also highly recommend
the new 4K Restoration of Pather Panchali, the legendary Indian
director Satyajit Ray’s masterpiece and the first in the Apu Trilogy.
— Dave Barber, Senior Cinematheque Programmer
If you haven’t checked out one of our Cream of the Crap events
yet, I’d highly recommend you come to both this summer! We
are trying something new in July - instead of watching a dirty
old VHS tape unearthed from the depths of the thrift store,
we are showing a beautiful new restoration of the dreadfully
bad-good Hard Ticket to Hawaii — Andy Sidaris’ nonsensical
“sex” and violence crapterpiece! We’ll be skyping in producer
Arlene Sidaris after the screening, which will be filled with movie
trivia, drinking games and prizes (courtesy of Sidaris herself) and
from our VHfriends over at Lunchmeat. In August we’re back
in the Black Lodge and will be watching one of my most insane
$1 finds from the flea market — you’ll regret not attending this
one for the rest of your life! — Jaimz Asmundson, Cinematheque
Programming Director
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If there is only one movie you can see in July, it should be
Hard Ticket to Hawaii. It has everything: explosions, Playboy
Playmates, Ridge Forester from The Bold and the Beautiful and
one of the greatest theme songs to grace the silver screen.
— Eric Peterson, Cinematheque Head Projectionist
You’ll have your chance to catch up with two of the best
performances in film this year: Mary Kay Place in Diane and
Elisabeth Moss in Her Smell. Standing at opposite ends of the
emotional and psychological spectrum, they both nonetheless
display a depth of humanity and commitment to role not often
witnessed in contemporary American film. I’m intrigued by The
Raft’s story of a psycho-sexual social experiment that could have
only happened in the 70s. Feels ripe for a dramatized version. I’m
thrilled about a few new restorations in August: Hyenas — full
of rich colours and biting social commentary; Between the Lines —
incredible director Joan Micklin Silver’s (please make another film)
astute ensemble piece; Hard Ticket to Hawaii — a totally bonkers
badass bombshell of a film! — David Knipe, Cinematheque
Manager of Operations & Special Programming
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Nation, and we are privileged to be able to live, work, and play on this land.
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Become a CINEMATHEQUE MEMBER!
$15 Reduced (Student / Seniors)
$125 Unlimited Annual

All Cinematheque members receive reduced admission and our bi-monthly calendar by mail.

ADMISSION Members pay only $6 !
$10
$8
$6
		

$5	
Restoration Tuesdays
General
$4.99	
Whopping Wednesday
Students & Seniors
		 Student Special!
Film Group & 						
Cinematheque Members

$1 of each admission goes towards our capital improvements, aimed at making your experience at the
Cinematheque even more satisfying. An additional $2 will be added to admission for 3D films.

Infoline: 204-925-3456
100 Arthur Street (in the Exchange)

For Advance Tickets visit:
www.winnipegcinematheque.com

Be Natural: The Untold Story of Alice Guy-Blaché

$25 Individual
$50 Family
$60 Ten Show Pass

